
 

PRECISION AIR SCOOP BRAND EXELLENCE AWARD IN TANZANIA LEADERSHIP AWARDS 

Tanzania’s leading airline Precision Air services PLC, has been awarded Brand Excellence award under 

the airline category at the Tanzania leadership award, which took place on Friday 11th Dec 2015 at the 

Hyyat Regency Hotel in Dar es  Salaam. 

Precision Air scooped the award ahead of Qatar and Ethiopia Airline which were in the same category. 

According to the organizers  ‘The Purple Cow media Ltd’ the award recognizes Precision Air's 

commitment and efforts towards supporting the Tanzania economy and society at large. 

Precision Air operates to 10 local destinations across Tanzania which includes Arusha,Bukoba, Dar Es 

Salaam, Kilimanjaro, Kigoma, Mtwara, Mwanza, Musoma, Tabora and Zanzibar.  

Commenting on the award Precision Air’s Managing Director and CEO Ms. Sauda Rajab, said, Precision 

Air is very honored to receive the award as it’s an indication that people do see and appreciate Precision 

Air services.  

“ We are very happy to receive this award, here at Precision Air our commitment does not end at 

business interest only, it goes further into offering services to our beloved country. Our network is 

designed to open up the country and ensure that Tanzania is easily accessible, we believe that our 

services are a catalyst of change in  our society as stated in our Vision.” She added 

Since its establishment, about 23 years ago Precision Air has managed to stay in business and continued 

to offer services in Tanzania connecting millions of tourists, businessmen and corprates. 

 

On the other hand Purple Cow media Ltd had to say that Precision Air has been instrumental enough to 

cater to the needs of the domestic travel where the passengers have a common  voice to air - Economic 

and Comfortable.  

Purple Cow Media made an extensive survey meeting people and the staff of Precision Air and they 

could come back saying all about the treatment they offer to their guests and the clients. The 

quintessential quality of Precision Air bages the attention of the classes and masses because of their 

hospitable treatment and that is why we Fly Precision Air !!! 



 

 

 

 

Precision Air, is the only airline in Tanzania to be listed in Dar es Salaam stock exchange and its owned 

by majority by Tanzanian’s .  
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